Wild Kratts Live 2.0 - Activate Creature Power!

SAT, NOV 10, 2018 | 1 & 4:30 PM | CAPITOL THEATER
Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia presents

THE RAINBOW FISH
by Marcus Pfister

Sun, Jan 13, 2019 | 3 pm

OVERTURE.ORG
ABOUT THE WILD KRATTS – LIVE!

**WILD KRATTS – LIVE!** is a theatrical stage show based on the hit animated television series *Wild Kratts*. Martin and Chris Kratt, stars of the Emmy-nominated *Wild Kratts*, step out live on stage to engage the audience in a classic *Wild Kratts Story*! Martin and Chris are sure to keep you entertained as they activate some fan favorite Creature Power Suits and go “Off to the Creature Rescue!” With the help of the Wild Kratts team - and their audience members - the Kratt Brothers confront a comic villain and help bring the creatures of the animal world to safety once again! Experience, live-on-stage, the astounding “creature” fundamentals, and the infectious excitement and inspiring quest of the Kratt Brothers that make the hit television series *Wild Kratts* so popular with kids and their families.

Since 2014, *Wild Kratts LIVE!* has performed over 225 shows for hundreds of thousands of fans in over 135 cities across North America. It was created for the stage by the imaginative minds of Martin and Chris Kratt from *Zoboomafoo*, *Kratt’s Creatures*, and *Be the Creature*.

WILD KRATTS UPDATES

• 2018 Daytime Emmy nomination for “Best Children’s Animated Program”

• *Wild Kratts* has been one of the Top 3 series on PBS kids since its launch in 2011 (source: Nielsen)

• Season 6 is now in production!

• Catch *Wild Kratts* on PBS Kids, Amazon Prime, and the new 24/7 PBS Kids Channel with back-to-back episodes from 7:00pm – 8:00pm!

• You can now Activate your Creature Powers with Wild Kratts grocery items! Available at your nearest Whole Foods Market and on amazon.com

• New t-shirts launching in Old Navy in Fall 2018!

• Download *World Adventure* and *Rescue Run* apps on iTunes, Google Play, and Amazon

• Visit pbskids.org/wildkratts for more fun and games

ABOUT WILD KRATTS

*Wild Kratts* follows the animated versions of the Kratt brothers and their friends on hilarious expeditions with wild animals from around the world, complete with animal-inspired gadgets and awesome Creature Power Suits that enable the adventurers to get close to the creatures. Every episode explores an age-appropriate science concept central to an animal’s life and showcases a spectacular wildlife moment, presented with engaging stories of mystery and rescue as well as the Kratt brothers’ signature brand of laugh-out-loud comedy. The real-life Chris and Martin introduce each *Wild Kratts* episode with a live-action segment that imagines what it would be like to experience a never-before-seen wildlife occurrence, and asks, “What if...?” to set the story in motion.

*Wild Kratts* airs in more than 180 countries and is available in 18 languages.
ABOUT THE KRATT BROTHERS

Brothers, Chris Kratt and Martin Kratt, zoologists by training, have built a family entertainment brand based on their enthusiasm for animals and their wild popularity with a family audience. Since founding their production company Kratt Bros. Co. in 1993, they have created, and executive produced over 200 episodes of four successful television series: Kratts’ Creatures, Zoboomafoo with the Kratt Brothers, Kratt Bros. Be The Creature, and Wild Kratts. They star in these programs playing themselves and also perform as directors, scriptwriters, authors, and wildlife cinematographers—ever in the pursuit of “creature adventure.”

Martin Kratt is a graduate of Duke University, with a BS in zoology. He was awarded a Jenrette Fellowship to the University of North Carolina/Chapel Hill MBA program. Chris Kratt holds a BA in biology from Carleton College and is a Richter Fellow and Watson Fellow.

The first television series the duo created was Kratts’ Creatures. It aired in 1996 for school aged kids on PBS and has since premiered in over 34 countries and won many awards including back-to-back Best Children’s Film at the Jackson Wildlife Film Festival and the Parents Choice Gold Award. Chris and Martin starred in all 50 episodes and wrote six books published by Scholastic.

Chris and Martin then created the Emmy Award-winning Zoboomafoo, which premiered in 1999 and continues to air on PBS, PBS Kids/Sprout and around the world. They starred in and executive-produced 65 episodes, some of which they directed. The brothers also wrote 22 episodes between them and co-wrote the songs for the series, including “The Zoboomafoo Theme” and “The Animal Friend Song”.

The Kratt brothers produced two seasons of their primetime series for families, Kratt Brothers: Be the Creature, which premiered October 2003 on National Geographic Channel. This program carries the trademark of all Kratt brothers’ initiatives: the infusion of wildlife and entertainment. Real-life “creature adventurers” Chris and Martin travel to remote regions to live with wild animals—on the creatures’ turf and by their rules. Chris and Martin have written and directed 26 one-hour episodes of this series as well as functioning as wildlife cameramen and executive producers.

Wild Kratts features the brothers on incredible expeditions to meet wild creatures from the far corners of the earth. Diving into the habitats of these unusual animals with the use of futuristic
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ABOUT THE KRATT BROTHERS cont.

technology and Creature Power Suits that allow the brothers to take their funny and exciting adventures to where they’ve never gone before. Wild Kratts won a 2013 Kidscreen Award for Best Companion Website: Kids, as well as a Daytime Emmy nomination for Best Writing in a Children’s Series.

Major corporations have seen the value in the Kratt Brothers brand. The Kratt Brothers Co. has joined forces with a number of corporate partners including Gap, Old Navy, Stonyfield Yogurt, Target Stores, and Dawn (P&G). The Kratt Brothers’ 2000 national zoo tour, sponsored by Old Navy and the Gap Foundation, raised one million dollars for the creation of a wildlife refuge for grizzly bears, which is administered by the Kratt Brothers Creature Hero Society.

Chris and Martin Kratt have made efforts to parlay their celebrity to benefit wildlife conservation by founding their not-for-profit foundation mentioned above; and by acting as spokespeople for International Year of the Coral Reef and Dawn Save a Ducks Program. Also, in 1998, Secretary of State Bruce Babbitt appointed Chris and Martin as spokespeople for the Interior Department’s Frog Force commission.

MORE ON WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

The Kratt brothers have effectively parlayed their celebrity into hands-on conservation action. They have mobilized their fan base to create a 1200+ acre North American wildlife refuge, worked with national politicians to increase awareness of conservation issues, and partnered with companies to promote the environmental benefits of their products. The Kratt Brothers are proud that their brand is associated with a socially-conscious, environmentally-friendly, adventurous lifestyle.

Grizzly Gulch: A Kratt Brothers Creaturefuge

In 1997, Martin and Chris Kratt joined forces with their young viewers to help animals by protecting critical wildlife habitat right here in North America. The journey began when young fans began asking in letters and at book signings, “What can we do to help animals?” In one inspirational letter, 7-year-old Katie O’Connor sent $3.16 and asked the brothers to use the money to help save animals.

The brothers took action. They embarked on a nationwide fundraising tour, the Kratt Brothers Creature Hero Tour, with a live stage show as the vehicle for raising funds, earmarked for a land purchase of important wildlife habitat.

An online survey of fans identified the grizzly bear as the North American animal kids most wanted to help. So, together with the Nature Conservancy, the Kratt Brothers pinpointed a site on the Rocky Mountain Front as one of the most critically endangered bear habitats. The 1,222-acre wilderness would be the future site of Grizzly Gulch.

Old Navy and The Gap Foundation became involved, offering to support a 10-city tour and donate $2 for every person that came out to see the Kratt Brothers and help animals. By the completion of the 10-city tour, the brothers had raised over $250,000 toward the $1.3 million acquisition of the refuge land. The Kratt Brothers pooled together corporate donations and donations from fan-organized grassroots fundraising (lemonade stands, squirt gun cool-offs, etc.) to complete the massive fundraising effort.

Now, Grizzly Gulch is a reality, protected forever by the Kratt Brothers and their fans.
THE LAW CENTER, s.c.

WE BELIEVE IN LAW WITH A CONSCIENCE
THE CHILD COMES FIRST
FAMILIES COME IN MANY FORMS
WE ARE NOT AFRAID TO FIGHT

FORMING AND PROTECTING FAMILIES
ADOPTION • ASSISTED REPRODUCTION
FOSTER PARENTING • IMMIGRATION
GRANDPARENT RIGHTS

ADVISING AND DEFENDING FAMILIES
DIVORCE • ESTATE PLANNING • REAL ESTATE
BUSINESS LAW • SCHOOL LAW • TAXES
PROBATE • PRE-NUP蒂AL AGREEMENTS

WWW.LAW4KIDS.COM • 608-821-8200
450 S. YELLOWSTONE DRIVE, MADISON, WI 53719
FROM THE CREATORS OF ERTH’S DINOSAUR ZOO LIVE

erth’s PREHISTORIC AQUARIUM ADVENTURE

TAKE YOUR FAMILY ON AN ALL–NEW ADVENTURE
THIS TIME TO THE BOTTOM OF THE OCEAN

Sun, Mar 10, 2019
1 & 4:30 pm

OVERTURE.ORG

A LIMITED NUMBER OF VIP TICKETS INCLUDING ON-STAGE PHOTO OPPORTUNITY WITH PUPPETS AND CAST AVAILABLE!

WWW.PREHISTORICAQUARIUM.COM
THE MUSIC OF WORDS

Presented by Bach Dancing & Dynamite Society with support by Overture and the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts & Letters

Sat, Apr 6, 2019 | 8 pm

OVERTURE.ORG

An evening of poetry, piano and flute.
FAMILY FRIENDLY DENTISTRY
Call TODAY 608-227-7000

EXCEPTIONAL DENTAL CARE IN A RELAXED, MOVIE THEATRE THEMED ENVIRONMENT.

Providing Pediatric Dental Care for children of all ages and Orthodontic Care for children as well as adults.

Our goal is to create an atmosphere where children and adolescents enjoy going to the dentist, not just when they are little, but for the rest of their lives. Each member of our team delivers exceptional care in a gentle manner. Providing both dental and orthodontic treatment, our clinic offers the best complete care possible for your child.

Dr. Thomas Wenham • Dr. Grace Wenham • Dr. Beth Blair

Dr. Jennifer Chun

100 River Place, Suite 110
Madison, WI | 608-222-6160
madisonpediatricdental.com
A HIGHER STANDARD OF LIVING, THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF CARE

IN-HOME CARE: personalized, flexible support within the comforts of your home

ASSISTED LIVING and MEMORY CARE: compassionate care in an intimate home-like setting

Call us for expert advice when you or a loved one needs care.

BrightStar Senior Living® of Waunakee
608 849 2322
BrightStarSeniorLiving.com/Waunakee

BrightStar Senior Living® of Madison
608 620 7900
BrightStarSeniorLiving.com/Madison

BrightStar Care® of Madison
608 441 8620
BrightStarCare.com/Madison

ORCHESTRATING PERSONALIZED CARE FOR THE MADISON AREA SINCE 2006

Independently Owned & Operated
We gratefully acknowledge the following contributors to Overture Center for the Arts.

### LOCAL LEGENDS
The Local Legends program honors individuals and organizations who lead by example in their support of the arts and community engagement. We want to acknowledge those who wish to create a legacy through a transformative gift of $100,000 or more to Overture and our community.

#### 2017-18
Connor Hughes Family  
Betty Harris Custer & Custer Plumb  
Financial Services  
Charles & Barbara Saeman  
Jack & Sarah Salzwedel  
Vance & Judy Tang  
Old National Bank

#### 2016-17
Exact Sciences Corporation  
Jun & Sandy Lee  
Nick & Judy Topitzes  
An anonymous couple in honor of Glenda Noel-Ney, Overture’s former VP of Advancement, and Tim Sauers, VP of Programming and Community Engagement,

#### 2015-16
Jim & Sue Bakke  
Diane Endres Ballweg  
Jim Imhoff & Kitty Kuhl  
Jonathan & Susan Lipp  
Tom & Peggy Pyle

#### 2014-15
Anonymous donor in honor of Ted & Gail DeDee  
Ron & Deborah Krantz

#### 2013-14
Bea & Lau Christensen  
Joe & Mary Ellyn Sensenbrenner

#### 2012-13
Dianne Christensen  
Kelly Family Foundation  
Madison Gas & Electric Foundation, Inc.

### CORPORATE & FOUNDATION SUPPORTERS

#### Historic Sponsor
American Girl’s Fund for Children  
Madison Gas & Electric Foundation, Inc.

#### $20,000 - $100,000
Anonymous  
Adams Outdoor Advertising  
Bell Laboratories  
Exact Sciences Corporation  
Full Compass Systems, LTD  
Kuehn Family Foundation  
Lexus of Madison  
Madison Community Foundation  
UW Health & Quartz  
The Walt Disney Company Zebadoga

#### $15,000 - $19,999
Food Fight Restaurant Group  
Goodman’s Jewelers  
Isthmus  
Park Bank  
Rare Steakhouse  
Total Wine & More

#### $10,000 - $14,999
Altria  
The Burish Group of UBS  
CUNA Mutual Group  

#### $5,000 - $9,999
Adesys  
Allen Foundation Trust  
American Family Insurance  
Dreams Foundation  
American Theatre Organ Society  
Axley Bryan澎湃新闻 LLP  
Boardman & Clark LLP  
Coyle Carpet  
Dane Arts  
Dental Health Associates of Madison  
DiVentures  
DreamBank  
First Weber Group  
Hilldale Shopping Center  
Hooper Corporation  
IA Management  
JH Findorff and Sons, Inc.  
The Madison Concourse Hotel  
Milwaukee Bucks  
Nonn’s Kitchen Bath & Flooring  
Pepsi-Cola of Madison  
Plastic Ingenuity  
Promega  
Savant Capital Management  
SSM Health  
Stark Company Realty  
State Bank of Cross Plains  
TASC  
Trek Bicycle Corporation  
TRICOR, Inc.  
UnityPoint Health - Meriter von Briesen and Roper SC  
Wahlin Foundation on behalf of Stoughton Trailers, Inc.  
Zendesk

#### $1,000 - $4,999
American Transmission Company  
Arts Midwest  
Beam Orthodontic Specialists  
BMO Harris Bank  
Broadway Across America  
Chocolate Shoppe  
Cinnabar  
CocoVaa  
Cyclebar  
Destination Kohler  
Econprint  
Elite Realty Services, LLC  
Fleming’s Steak House  
Greenway Station  
Ian’s Pizza on State  
Intuitive Biosciences, Inc.  
JLA Architects  
Kilwins  
Meicher CPAs, LLP  
Middleton Travel  
MIG Commercial Real Estate  
The Mourningstar Collective  
North Central Group  
Oakwood Village  
One Hundred Black Men of Madison, Inc  
Oregon Community Bank & Trust  
Think Ink & Design  
Trek Bicycle Corporation  
U.S. Cellular  
U.S. Bank  
Veridian Homes Foundation  
WIPFLI LLP
INDIVIDUAL GIFTS

**Benefactor ($50,000-$99,999)**
- Joe & Mary Ellyn Sensenbrenner

**Limelight ($25,000-$49,999)**
- Anna & Andrew Burish
- Jim Imhoff & Kitty Kuhl
- Roma E. Lenehan

**Lead ($10,000-$24,999)**
- Anonymous
- Philip & Helen Bradbury
- Ellen L. Brothers
- Bruning Foundation, In honor of Jamal Kharbush & Beth Bingham
- Eliot Butler
- Lau & Bea Christensen
- Cummings Christensen
- Family Foundation
- The DeAtley Family Foundation
- Marjorie Devereaux & David Hall
- Sue & Rob Engelske
- Dan & Natalie Erdman
- Steve & Elaine Hathaway
- Jun & Sandy Lee
- Peggy Lindberg
- Jeff & Tiffany Mack
- Jim Matras
- Jean & Walter Meanwell
- Dale & Deborah Nickels
- Reynold V. Peterson
- John & Mary Schroeder

**Cameo ($5,000-$9,999)**
- Anonymous
- Mark Aulik-Beere, In Memory of Michael Aulik-Beere
- Tom & Martha Beach
- Steve & Shirley Crocker
- Mike & Lee Ann Dillis
- Robert N. Doornek
- Katie Dowling-O’Hern & Vince O’Hern
- Charles & Elizabeth Barnhill
- Angela & Jeff Bartell
- Jane Bartell & John Thompson
- Tom & Sally Basting
- Dean & Nancy Baumgardner
- Mark Bennett
- Dianne Benson & Kristin Koeffler
- Paul Berge & Patricia Sweeney
- Linda & Niles Berman
- Judy & Mark Bunge
- Michael Caliva & Marcy Seiler
- Thomas & Patricia Carroll
- Wes Cash
- Dennis & Lynn Christensen
- David Coe
- Scott & Jacqueline Cooper
- Kristine & Mark Core
- Tony D’Alessandro & Alison Ten Bruggencate
- Beverly & Craig Davis
- Ted DeDee
- Marie Dietrich, Mia & Chloe Heiligenstein
- Greg & MaryAnn Dombrowski
- Dan Dooge & Pamela Walgren
- David Egger & Julie Cullman
- Vivian Ehrlich & Rabbi Irvin Ehrlich
- Russ & Jean Endres
- David & Linda Flakne
- Joseph & Eva Fok
- Charles N. Ford & Sharon L. James
- Jim Sweet & Cate Furay
- Deirdre Wilson Garten
- Saul C. & Melody K. Glazer
- Lee Grubb
- Shawn Guse
- Wayne Harris
- Susi Haviland
- Dr. Brandon S. Hayes
- Marilyn Hoffman
- Ana Hooker
- Carolyn D. Horton & Wm. Pharis Horton
- Brad Hutter
- James & Kelly Imhoff
- Stanley & Shirley Inhorn
- Brian and Wade James-Richardson
- Patricia & Doran Jason
- Michelle Kamin
- Charles & Valerie Kime
- Drs. Debra & Fred Kirchner
- Anthony & Margaret Koblinski
- Daniel & Jennifer Kuehn
- Terry & Kathy Kurth
- Timothy Lardinois
- Sandy & Jun Lee
- Stuart Levitan
- Kurt Lin
- Willis Long
- Peter & Jill Lundberg
- Richard & Mary Lynch
- Madigan Family
- Norma & Doug Madsen
- John & Linda Mallon
- Helen & Jeff Mattix
- Marie S. McCabe
- Steve & Susan McCarthy
- Daniel & Mari McCarty
- Julia McGann
- Barbara McGlynn
- Laura Meffert
- Gale Meyer
- Joe & LuAnn Meyers
- Nicholas & Elaine Mischler
- Mark & Nancy Moore
- Dennis & Karen Neff
- Tim Neuville
- Glenda Noel-Ney & William Ney
- Orange Tree Imports
- Maxine & Dennis Palmer
- Dr. Katherine Patterson
- John & Sue Pecotte
- Reynold V. Peterson
- Frank & Laurie Peregrine
- Robert Pesselman & Gerri DiMaggio-Pesselman
- Evan & Jane Pizer
- The Pollock Family in memory of C. Fred Pollock
- Catherine & David Potter
- Marian & David Quade
- Tom Reps & Fran Wong
- Jackie & Gary Rockweiler
- Drs. Carol Diamond & Howard Rowley
- Sarah Schaettle, MD
- Jay & Katie Sekelsky
- Lynda Sharpe
- Mike & Cheryl Shult
- Kurt Sladky & Debra Neff
- Brad & Nicole Smith
- Patty Spires-Merkel & Robert Merkel
- Tim & Lori Stadelman
- Joyce & Paul Stein
- Susan Stites & Jerry Simon
- Richard & Marcia Taugher
SUPPORT FOR OVERTURE

An annual commitment from the City of Madison helps support Overture Center. Mayor Paul Soglin, the Madison Common Council and City of Madison residents deserve our gratitude for their generous support.

PUBLIC SUPPORT

CONTACT US

Overture Center Development Department | 608.443.1758 | development@overture.org
BIGGER THAN BEFORE

More space for our favorite Wisconsin goods!
Now in our new location just down the block at 230 State Street.

anthologymadison.com | f @Anthology230 ⚪️

GET A FRONT ROW SEAT
every day of the week

MONDAY ARTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
WHAT’S TRENDING TUESDAY
WHO’S WHO WEDNESDAY
THROWBACK THURSDAY
FINAL CALL FRIDAY
Ticket holders are invited to a special hands-on underwater bubble party from 1 - 6 PM in Wisconsin Studio.

B – THE UNDERWATER BUBBLE SHOW

Sun, Apr 14, 2019 | 2 & 6 pm

Underwritten by Charles & Barbara Saeman

OVERTURE.ORG
Welcome to Overture Center for the Arts
Your enjoyment is important to us. Please contact an usher or the ticket office if you have any concerns about your experience here.

ORDERING & INFORMATION
Order online at overture.org

Buy in person/phone: Visit the ticket office located on the main level just off the Rotunda Lobby or call 608.258.4141 Mon-Fri, 11 AM-5:30 PM; Sat, 11 AM-2 PM; open additional hours evenings and weekends on days of ticketed performances.

Group orders: Groups of 10 or more receive a discount on most performances. Call 608.258.4159 to make reservations.

Visit overture.org for event listings, links to artist websites, video, audio, directions, parking and much more.

PATRON SERVICES & POLICIES
Accessibility: Request accommodations when ordering your tickets. Call 608.258.4452 for information, or to request the following:
• Wheelchair-accessible seating
• Sign language interpretation
• Braille playbill
• Other accommodations
More information: overture.org/tickets/faqs

Children and lap seating: Every person, regardless of age, must have a ticket to enter the theaters for performances. Discounted lap seats are available for some performances. Children under the age of six are not permitted at certain performances. See our season brochure, visit our website or call 608.258.4141 for information.

Event Staff: Stagehand services in Overture are provided by members of Local 251 of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees.

Ushering and other services are provided by Overture volunteers. For information, visit overture.org/volunteer or call 608.258.4962.

Lost and Found: Visit the information desk in the Rotunda Lobby or call 608.258.4973.

Rentals: For information on renting spaces for weddings, performances, meetings or other events, call 608.258.4163 or email events@overture.org.

ETIQUETTE
Please turn off all electronic devices.

Smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, is prohibited in Overture Center.

The use of cameras or audio recording in the theaters is prohibited without written permission from Overture Center and the performing company’s management.

Food, large bags and other large items are not permitted in the theaters. Bottled water and beverages in Overture refillable theater cups are allowed in the theaters at select shows.

In consideration of audience members with scent sensitivities and allergies, please refrain from use of perfumes, aftershaves and other fragrances.

RESIDENT COMPANIES
Bach Dancing & Dynamite Society
bachdancinganddynamite.org | 608.255.9866

Children’s Theater of Madison
ctmtheater.org | 608.255.2080

Forward Theater Company
forwardtheater.com | 608.234.5001

Kanopy Dance Company
kanopydance.org | 608.255.2211

Li Chiao-Ping Dance
lichiaopingdance.org | 608.835.6590

Madison Ballet
madisonballet.org | 608.278.7990

Madison Opera
madisonopera.org | 608.238.8085

Madison Symphony Orchestra
madisonsymphony.org | 608.257.3734

James Watrous Gallery
wisconsinacademy.org | 608.265.2500

Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra
wcococoncerts.org | 608.257.0638